SAGIT RESEARCH SUMMARY
AKI117G: Accu-Spread Spreader Calibration
Workshop
IN A NUTSHELL
Agriculture Kangaroo Island hosted a spreader calibration
workshop, where three different types of spreaders were
tested. All three spreaders were found to have a narrower
spread than the owners realised, and require investment
to increase their spread to the desired width. Growers at
the field day also learnt the effect of product quality on
spread width and pattern.

FAST FACTS
THE DATES:
Event date: 7 April 2017
PROJECT PARTICIPANTS:
Agriculture Kangaroo Island: Jenny Stanton.
THE PROBLEM:
Many spreaders do not
give an even spread
pattern, resulting in
increased costs and poor
crop growth.
THE RESEARCH:
A calibration workshop was
held at Parndana.

BACKGROUND
Most spreaders deliver a high level of variation in spread pattern
which can compromise pasture or crop profitability due to some
areas of the paddock receiving too much fertiliser and some areas
too little. A new machine is no guarantee that an acceptable spread
pattern will be achieved.

RESEARCH AIMS
The objective of the project was to hold a calibration workshop
demonstrating to Kangaroo Island growers the importance of
understanding and calibrating spreaders to obtain an optimal
spread pattern.

IN THE FIELD
Twenty producers attended a Spreader Calibration Workshop held
at the Parndana Showgrounds led by Accu-Spread Testing Officer
Russell Nichol. The three spreaders tested were a three-pointlinkage Accord, a truck-mounted Southern Spreader and a towbehind Marshall.

RESULTS
All owners discovered that their spreaders were not
spreading as wide as they thought and require additional
investment to increase their spread width. The owners
are now aware of what distance to drive between passes
to produce an ideal spread pattern.
Product quality also has an influence on the spread
pattern with inferior products such as those that have
a lot of fines (smaller than 2mm) reduce the spreader
bout width. Urea was reported as the most troublesome
product to spread, especially over large distances.

VALUE FOR GROWERS
•

•
•

The field day demonstrated that growers should be
checking the calibration of their spreaders as all three
spreaders tested had a narrower spread-width than
the owners expected.
Growers should also be aware of the effect of produce
size on spread pattern, with products that have a lot of
fines below 2mm reducing the spread width.
The outcomes from the field day were published in The
Islander newspaper.

MORE INFORMATION:
Judith McArthur, Agriculture Kangaroo Island
T: 0491 307 008
E: admin@agki.com.au

Investigating the contents of the collecting trays
SAGIT DISCLAIMER
Any recommendations, suggestions or opinions contained in
this communication do not necessarily represent the policy
or views of the South Australian Grain Industry Trust (SAGIT).
No person should act on the basis of the contents of this
communication without first obtaining specific, independent, professional advice. The Trust and contributors to this
communication may identify products by proprietary or trade
names to help readers identify particular types of products.
We do not endorse or recommend the products of any
manufacturer referred to. Other products may perform as
well as or better than those specifically referred to. SAGIT will
not be liable for any loss, damage, cost or expense incurred
or arising by reason of any person using or relying on the
information in this communication.
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does not constitute a recommendation for that particular use
by the authors or the author’s organisations. All pesticide
applications must accord with the currently registered label
for that particular pesticide, crop, pest and region.
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